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This IJCEE special issue on Advances in Computational Economics and Econometrics is 
made of eight papers whose early-stage drafts were presented at IWCee13 – International 
Workshop on Computational Economics and Econometrics, held at Sapienza University 
of Rome, Faculty of Economics, on July 12–13, 2013. 

The quality of these papers is guaranteed by a two-step selection process: the first has 
concerned a quality assessment of the extended abstracts submitted to participate to 
IWcee13; the second has followed the usual IJCEE double-blind reviewing process 
carried out by at least two anonymous referees per each paper. 

This special issue is an appropriate representation of IJCEE main topics of interests, 
by including papers dealing with theoretical agent-based computational models, 
evolutionary models of economic dynamic and structural change, advanced applied 
models for econometric forecasting, and software implementation for macro-econometric 
policy evaluation. 

As guest editors, we would like to thank all the authors for their high-level 
contributions, and all the Inderscience staff for their very kind and professional assistance 
during the organisation of this special issue. 


